
4 Lesser Known Bene�ts for LASIK®

Better Vision For Life is a publication 
geared toward those interested in LASIK® 
Vision Correction at the Campbell 
Cunningham Laser Center. Here, we 
share stories of patients describing their 
experience before, during and after this 
life-changing procedure. Information 
about new technology, insurance 
discounts and �nancing in order to 
help LASIK be part of your life is included 
as well. We hope you enjoy reading our 
publication and please feel free to 
contact us if you have any questions.

Are You A Candidate For LASIK®?

Find out now! Simply visit our website at
www.cclceyes.com/am-I-a-candidate 
and �ll out the short questionnaire. Our 
sta� will review and will send you an 
answer within two working days. 

To Schedule A Free Consultation,
Call:  (865) 588-EYES

Find out if you are a candidate for LASIK 
Vision Correction with a FREE private 
consultation. You will learn about the 
procedure, tour the facility and �nd 
out about our 24-month, same-as-cash 
�nancing options. We look forward 
to seeing you!

The LASIK® procedure has one very obvious 
bene�t: It is designed for vision issues like 
nearsightedness, farsightedness and astigmatism 
to the extent that patients possibly no longer require
glasses or contacts to see clearly. However, in such
cases, we’ve found that improved vision is just the 
beginning when it comes to the upside of LASIK®. 
Here are �ve more advantages that go 
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hand-in-hand with the ability to see clearly without glasses or contacts:

1. Saving Money in the Long Run
There is an initial investment involved in the LASIK® procedure. However,
when you consider how much you would otherwise be spending on lenses,
frames, contacts, solutions for the rest of your life, you can actually save
money on a long-term basis.

2. Enhanced Lifestyle
This is one is huge. Some people simply don’t like the way they look in
glasses, and LASIK® can o�er freedom from that necessity. It also allows you
to wear over-the-counter sunglasses, with no more need for clip-on shades
or prescription sunglasses. Plus, you won’t have to worry about fumbling
for your glasses �rst thing in the morning or if you have to get up in 
the middle of the night for an emergency.

3. Recreational Freedom
Glasses and, to some extent, contacts can be a hindrance to those who
enjoy sports and recreational activities, especially water-based ones like
swimming or sur�ng. LASIK® can mean no more prescription goggles, 
lost contacts or simply having to play with blurred vision.

4. Fewer Allergy Symptoms
If you’re accustomed to wearing contacts, you know the importance of
keeping your hands clean. You constantly have to touch your eye when
putting your lenses in, taking them out and adjusting them. And the more
you do so, the more you run the risk of transferring pollen to your eyes 
or any other substance that can cause a negative reaction.

Fall is the best time for LASIK®. Now, through the end of the year, the
Campbell Cunningham Laser Center is extending their amazing o�er 
of 20% o� LASIK® Vision correction. 
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